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ABSTRACT 

Receptivity refers to the generation of boundary layer instability waves 

by external disturbances. Recent work of M. E. Goldstein has set the general 

framework for the different types of receptivity mechanisms. Therefore, it is now 

understood that the receptivity occurs near the leading edge or at locations where 

the boundary layer undergoes a rapid change. The present work analyzes the 

receptivity due to a free-stream acoustic wave interacting with a suction surface -

hard wall junction. In this case, receptivity occurs bacause of the abrupt change in 

wall suction distribution. Analytical expressions for the amplitude of the generated 

instability wave have been derived and numerical estimates provided for parameter 

values typical of hybrid laminar flow control applications. The importance of the 

junction receptivity as compared to other receptivity mechanisms has been assessed. 
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with homogeneous boundary conditions, but rather one where the equations and/or 

the boundary conditions are inhomogeneous. Hence in contrast to normal-mode 

stability calculations, the receptivity problem is not an eigenvalue problem but a 

boundary value problem (Reshotko 1976). 

Before discussing the recent developments in boundary layer receptivity, 

we briefly review the basic assumptions of classical stability theory. Classical 

theory assumes infinitesimal disturbances to a steady boundary layer. It also 

assumes the mean flow to be quasi-parallel. This is equivalent to assuming that the 

disturbances have the same length scale in both the streamwise (s) and normal (y) 

directions and that the disturbance length scale is much smaller than the streamwise 

length scale of the mean flow. This then leads to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation 

in the case of incompressible boundary layers. Classical stability theory utilizes 

homogeneous boundary conditions at the wall (y = 0) and the disturbance is also 

assumed to vanish as y —* oo. Since the differential equation is also homogeneous, 

this leads to an eigenvalue problem. It might seem that the receptivity problem 

could be addressed simply by imposing nonhomogeneous conditions appropriate to 

the free-stream disturbance as y —• co ( or at y = 0, if the external disturbance 

corresponds to wall vibration ). However, in low speed flows, the wavelength of 

external disturbances is much larger than the instability wavelength. As a result, 

formulating the receptivity problem in the above fashion leads only to an additional 

particular solution which is independent of the eigensolutions corresponding to the 

instability waves. Hence, the amplitude of the eigensolutions is left undetermined 

and one must look elsewhere for mechanisms that determine the instability wave 

amplitudes. 

It seems natural that any region where the quasi-parallel approximation 

is not valid would be a possible candidate for the coupling between free-stream 
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disturbances and the Tollmien-Schlichting ( hereafter referred to as T-S ) insta

bility waves. The regions where non-parallel flow effects become important can 

be grouped into two categories. The first class consists of thin, rapidly growing 

boundary layers near leading edges, while the second class contains boundary layers 

that are not necessarily thin but have rapid streamwise changes forced upon them 

by some external mechanism (due to rapid changes in wall boundary conditions 

for example). The physics and the appropriate equations in these two classes are 

somewhat different and will be discussed separately. 

Goldstein (1DS3) showed that the interaction of free-stream disturbances 

with the rapidly growing mean boundary layer near the leading edge of a thin airfoil 

leads to the generation of two-dimensional T-S waves. Here the unsteady motion 

is governed by the linearized, unsteady boundary layer equations and is therefore 

influenced by non-parallel mean flow effects to the lowest order of approximation. 

However, cross-stream pressure variations are neglected in the unsteady boundary 

layer equations so that the T-S waves themselves cannot exist in this region. They 

only emerge much further downstream and develop out of the Lam and Rott (1960) 

asymptotic eigensolutions, which are generated in the unsteady boundary layer 

region. 

The second category of nonparallel flow effects was analysed by Goldstein 

(19S5) for the specific case where the rapid streamwise variations in the steady 

boundary layer were due to small but sudden changes in surface geometry. These 

changes were assumed to be rapid enough so that the steady flow was interactive and 

exhibited the triple-deck structure of Stewartson (1969) and Messiter (1970). The 

unsteady flow then exhibits the same triple-deck structure and the T-S waves can 

be generated directly within the interaction region. For this case, Goldstein found 

that T-S waves whose amplitudes are of the same order as the external disturbance 
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can be generated. In contrast, Goldstein's (1983) leading edge theory predicts 

instability waves with an amplitude which is only about 10-3 times the amplitude 

of the free-stream disturbance. Murdock (1980) found similar amplitudes using a 

fully numerical approach for leading edge receptivity. 

The present work examines the generation of T-S waves by the interaction 

of a free-stream acoustic wave with rapid streamwise variations in wall suction 

distributions. For simplicity, the analysis is restricted to the two dimensional, 

incompressible case. In aeronautical applications, suction is a popular means to 

avoid separation and to stabilize the flow. Delay of separation and transition 

processes results in laminar flow over an increased area, thus leading to low values 

of skin friction drag. Apart from Laminar Flow Control ( henceforth LFC ) by 

suction, favorable pressure gradient has also been used to induce Natural Laminar 

Flow ( NLF ) in the boundary layer. Both these approaches ( LFC & NLF ) have 

their own merits and demerits and presently the focus is upon using an optimum 

balance of the two. This hybrid approach, called Hybrid Laminar Flow Control ( 

HLFC ), uses suction in the leading edge region to control cross-flow instabilities and 

favorable pressure gradient in the mid-chord region to control the T-S instabilities 

( Figure 1.1). Here, we study how a free-stream acoustic wave interacting with the 

junction between the LFC and NLF regions leads to the generation of a T-S wave. 

Our motivation for considering an acoustic disturbance is that the engine noise is 

one of the most significant environmental disturbances in aeronautical applications. 

The basic physics behind this receptivity mechanism is described below. 

Because of their long wavelengths, in the absence of any localized mean flow dis

turbance, the free-stream acoustic waves induce only a slowly varying Stokes layer 

on the body surface which is decoupled from the T-S waves. Therefore, in order to 

produce a coupling, a shorter length scale, comparable to the instability wavelength, 
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has to be introduced. This in our case is brought about by the relatively rapid 

changes in wall suction on the airfoil surface. Upstream of the junction between 

the LFC and NLF regions, we have a mean boundary layer profile appropriate to 

the wall suction level, whereas downstream of the junction, the flow relaxes to the 

non-suction profile. This mean flow adjustment occurs over the triple-deck length 

scale which is comparable to the T-S wavelength near the lower branch of the neu

tral stability curve. The matching of the two length scales produces the coupling 

between the free-stream acoustic wave and the T-S wave. 

To calculate the coupling, one needs to calculate the mean flow adjustment 

first. This is a fairly straightforward problem which is described by the triple-deck 

equations. The triple-deck is a high Reynolds number approximation to the Navier-

Stokes equations. Figure (1.2) illustrates the basic structure of the triple deck. The 

phj^sics of this structure can be explained as follows. The short streamwise length 

scale of the wall suction boundary condition causes the original boundary layer 

(main deck) of thickness 0(e''£*) to respond inviscidly. Here £* is the distance of 

the junction from the leading edge and e = /Ze-1/8, Re being the Reynolds number 

based on £* and the free stream speed U^. A viscous sublayer (lower deck) of 

thickness 0(e5£*) is then necessary to satisfy the no-slip wall boundary condition. 

Finally, the rapid change in the boundary layer displacement thickness induces a 

short scale correction to the outer potential flow and this forms the upper deck 

of thickness 0(e3£*). The asymptotic matching requirement between the three 

decks produces an interactive relationship between pressure and the displacement 

thickness. The common streamwise length scale of is necessary for consistency 

between the three decks. 

We assume the wall suction velocity to be 0(e l U^ g )  which corresponds to 

the standard scaling of the transverse velocity in the boundary layer. It turns out 
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that with this scaling, the triple-deck equations can be linearized about a base flow 

corresponding to the boundary layer profile just upstream of the junction. Then 

the flow in the lower deck consists of a streamwise velocity corresponding to a 

uniform shear plus an 0(e2) perturbation U\ and a corresponding vertical velocity 

Vi = 0(e4). A closed form solution for U\ and Vi is found using Fourier transform 

techniques in Chapter 2. 

We next consider the unsteady flow. Since the change in wall boundary 

conditions affects the mean flow adjustment only at the second order, we expect the 

unsteady flow in the lower deck also to be given by the Stokes wave solution plus 

an 0(e) correction ui. We assume that the nondimensional frequency S = is 
CO 

0(e-2), which is appropriate near the lower branch of the neutral stability curve. 

For frequencies of this order, the thickness of the Stokes layer induced on the wall 

is 0(e5£*) which is identical to the thickness of the viscous lower deck of the mean 

flow adjustment. In order to calculate tti, the triple-deck structure must be utilized. 

We again mention that, for the frequencies under consideration, the triple-deck 

streamwise length scale and the T-S wavelength are both 0(e3£*). It turns out 

that the main and upper docks are both quasi-steady, whereas in the lower deck the 

temporal term is of the same order of importance as the convective term because of 

the lower mean flow velocity. The lower deck unsteady flow is then governed by the 

linearized unsteady boundary layer equations with source terms involving products 

of the the mean flow correction (Ui, Vi) and the Stokes shear wave. The solution 

to this problem is developed in Chapter 3 via Fourier transform techniques. The 

unsteady flow structure downstream of the junction can now be found by inverting 

the Fourier transform solutions for A'" > 0. We are, however, interested only in 

tne amplitude of the T-S wave produced by the interaction and not in the complete 

solution. The coupling coefficient relating the T-S wave amplitude to that of the 

free-stream acoustic wave is calculated in Chapter 4. Finally, conclusions of this 

study are presented in Chapter 5. 
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STEADY FLOW OVER A SUCTION DISCONTINUITY 

In this chapter we consider the mean flow adjustment near a suction surface 

- hard wall junction. In particular, we focus our attention on a two-dimensional, 

incompressible flow of density p* and kinematic viscosity u* over a semi-infinite flat 

plate with wall suction applied near its leading edge region. The suction is cut off 

by a step discontinuity at a distance t* from the leading edge. This defines the 

location of the junction. We introduce a Cartesian coordinate system {ar*, j/*} with 

the junction location as its origin (Figure 2.1). The steady velocity {£/, V} and 

the pressure P above the free-stream pressure are assumed to be normalized by 

and p*U^2 respectively. The Reynolds number Re = fv* = e-8 is assumed 

to be large and the wall suction velocity is taken to be 0(e4£/,£,), i.e., of the same 

order as the standard boundary layer transverse velocity. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the flow in vicinity of the junction has the well-

known "triple-deck" structure. The triple-deck as originally developed involves an 

0(e) streamwise velocity in the lower deck near the wall, thus yielding a nonlinear 

response in this viscous sublayer. The corresponding normal velocity component in 

the lower deck is of order 0(e3). Since the assumed suction velocity in our problem 

is much smaller than this, the mean flow near the junction can be taken to be a 

small perturbation to the flow which exists with no discontinuity in suction. The 

triple deck equations can then be linearized about this undisturbed flow. A further 

simplification results because of the localized nature of the mean flow adjustment. 

Since the streamwise extent of the mean flow adjustment zone (i.e., the triple deck 

length scale) is small compared to C*, to leading order the base flow is simply a 

parallel shear flow Uo(y), corresponding to the undisturbed boundary layer profile 
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just upstream of the junction. The coefficients of the linearized equations then 

depend only on y and the solutions can be developed easily by taking a Fourier 

transform in the streamwise direction. A general recipe, which can be used for 

any linearized triple deck problem, is as follows: We first obtain the solution for 

the main deck, which simply amounts to inviscid turning of the streamlines within 

the incident, unperturbed boundary layer by an unknown displacement thickness 

function. Proceeding to the upper deck, we use the matching of the main and upper 

decks to find the interactive pressure - displacement relationship. This provides the 

necessary boundary condition to close the lower deck problem, which is analysed 

using Fourier transform methods. 

lizing the standard triple deck scalings {x* f t*  =  y* /£*  =  e A y )  and a suction 

velocity of 0(e4), the flow in the main ( or middle ) deck can be written as 

Following the above recipe, we begin with the main deck solution. Uti 

^ = ^o(y) + e2^(Ar,y) + 0(e3) 

V =  e 3 V 1 {X ,y )  +  0(e ' 1 )  

P  =  e 3 P 1 (X , y )  +  0 (e 4 )  .  

(2.1) 

The scaled variables and Pi are determined by the equations 

U\x + Vjj, = 0 (2.2a) 

WlA'+Wo=0 (2.26) 

(2.2c) 

whose solutions are 

U,  =  A l (X )UUv)  (2.3a) 

Vi = -4(jqtfo(y) (2.36) 
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Pi=Pi (X)  (2.3 c )  

where 

A-i (J\.) —• 0 us X —> —co . (2.3ci) 

Examining the solutions (2.3) as y —> oo, it can be seen that V\ —• — A\\X), 

corresponding to a displacement thickness of — e7 A\(X) £*. This displacement 

thickness distribution occurs over the short streamwise length scale 0(e3£*), and 

induces a corresponding short scale disturbance to the potential flow, which forms 

the upper deck region. The matching of the main and upper decks provides a 

re l a t ion  be tween  the  two  unknown  func t ions ,  j4 i (X)  and  Pi (X) .  

The length scalcs for the upper deck are 

x* / t  =  e 3 X,  y*{ t  =  e z y£  (2.4) 

where X =  y  =  0(1). Since the flow in the upper deck is inviscid and irrotational, 

it can be described in terms of the perturbation velocity potential $ = e3$i(J£,y), 

where is 0(1). From the continuity equation, it follows that should satisfy 

Laplace's equation. Matching of the middle and upper decks provides the boundary 

condition at y = 0 

Sls(Jr,0) = Vi(XfO) = (2.5a) 

and 

-$ i x (X ,0 )  =  P l (X ,0 )  =  P 1 (X )  . (2.56) 

The solution in the upper dcck is most conveniently represented in terms of Fourier 

transforms, defined by 

CO 

m = -|= f eikxg(X)dX . (2.6) 

—'OO 
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Applying the transform (2.6) to the Laplace's equation, noting that the flow dis

turbances are bounded as y —*• oo and utilizing (2.5a), we obtain 

= - i  sgn(k )  A x  e~ S 3 n W k *  • (2.7) 

Applying the other matching condition (2.5b), the interactive relationship between 

displacement thickness and pressure in the Fourier transform space is found to be 

P\  =  sgn(k )  k  A \  (2.8) 

where, for complex k, we utilize the analytic continuation 

\ / k  +  iO 
sgn (k )  =  

\fk — iO 

This completes our discussion of the upper deck. 

The middle deck is inviscid in character and does not satisfy the no-slip 

boundary condition or the specified suction velocities at the wall. To satisfy the 

wall boundary conditions, we must introduce a viscous lower deck whose length 

scales are 

x* / t  = e3A", y* / t  = e5r (2.9) 

where X and Y are 0(1). To determine the scaling of the dependent variables in 

the lower deck, we examine the limit of the corresponding middle deck quantities 

a s  y  —* 0 .  Fo r  sma l l  y ,  

U i (X ,y )  -> XoA^X)  (2.10a)  

and 

Vi (X ,y )  -  -Ai ' {X)Uo{y )  (2.106) 
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where Ao = I7o'(0). This implies that, in the lower deck, the velocity perturba

tions in the streamwise and transverse directions are 0(e2) and 0(e4), respectively. 

Hence, we set 
U =  eA0Y + e2C/i(X,y) + 0(e3) 

T/ = €4F1(Ar,r) + 0(e5) (2.11) 

P =  e 3 P 1 ( t X t Y)  +  0 (e i )  

Expansions (2.11) imply that U\,Vi andPi are governed by the linearized boundary 

layer equations 

Vxx  +  V 1 Y  = 0 (2.12a) 

XoYUix 4- A0Vi + Pix ~ Uiyy = 0 (2.12fe) 

Pi v = 0 (2.12c) 

At the wall, U\ satisfies the no-slip boundary condition 

tfi(X,0) = 0 (2.13a) 

while V](.Y, 0) is given by the wall suction distribution. On the shorter, triple deck 

length scale, the junction appears as a step change from a uniform suction level to 

zero. Hence we have 

Vi(A',0) = - VwaU e6X for X<0 
(2.13 b)  

and = 0 for X >  0 

where V w a u  the scaled suction velocity just before cut-off and 8  is a small damp

ing factor which has been introduced to produce the convergence of the transform 

integrals. 8 will be allowed to approach zero at the end of the analysis. 

For large Y, U\  must match the main deck slip velocity, leading to the 

condition 

Ui(X ,oo )  =  \ a Ai (X)  . (2.13c) 
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Finally, note that the triple deck disturbance must die out at upstream infinity in 

order to match with the unperturbed base flow. 

To develop the lower deck solution, we first differentiate the X-momentum 

equation (2.12b) with respect to Y and use continuity (2.12a) to get 

U I Y Y Y  — YUIXY = 0 . (2.14) 

Setting T'KfJV, Y )  = E/jy (-Y, Y") and taking the Fourier transform of (2.14), we obtain 

WYY  + i !cX0YW = 0 (2.15) 

the fundamental solutions of which are the Airy functions 

.4i[(-ifcA0)1/3y] and Bi[(-ikX0)1 / 3Y] 

where we choose (—i)1^3 = e~"r/6. The solution for W must be bounded as Y —» oo 

for all real values of k and hence the coefficient of Bi must be set equal to be zero. 

Furthermore, in order for the Ai function to remain bounded for complex values of 

k, the branch cut for fc1/3 must be chosen along the negative imaginary axis. We 

then obtain 

W (= 170 = C,(k) Ai [(-i(fc + ia)A0)1/3y] (2.16) 

where the small parameter a has been inserted to shift the branch point off the real 

k axis and will be omitted from here on for convenience of notation. .-Integrating 

with respect to Y and using the no-slip boundary condition, we get 

Y 

Ui{Y) = Ci J  Ai[(-ikX0 ) 1 / 3 t ]d t  . (2.17) 

o 

To complete the solution, we must determine the constant C\ and the displacement 

function Aif.Y). Using the main dcck matching condition (2.13c), we have 

A,(k) = « ,  °ix */> (2'18) 

3A0(—ikX0)  
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OO 
where we have used f  Ai(z)  dz = 1/3. Returning to the X-momentum equation 

o 
(2.12b) and evaluating it at Y = 0, we have 

AqVX^O) = -Pi'(A') + !/,"(*, 0) . (2.19) 

Taking the Fourier transform of (2.19), and utilizing (2.8), (2.13b) and (2.16), we 

find 

-X0F = ik2sgn(k)Ai + C x  (-ifcAo)1/a^i'(0) (2.20a) 

where 

F  =  - K  ( X ,  0) = . (2.206) 
y2^{tk + a) 

Solving the simultaneous equations (2.IS) and (2.20), we obtain 

where we have put 

and 

A = (2.21a) 

Ci = ^ ** (2.216) 

7 = k2sgn{k ) (2.22a) 

5 = .. (2.226) 

The physical variables „4i, U\ and Pi can now be obtained by utilizing 

(2.22) in conjunction with (2.17) and (2.8) and inverting the resulting Fourier trans

form expressions. However, our primary interest lies in obtaining the part of the 

unsteady solution corresponding to the instability wave and it turns out that the 

Fourier transform solution for the mean flow perturbation is quite adequate for this 

purpose. 
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CHAPTER 3 

UNSTEADY FLOW 

In Chapter 2 we considered the mean flow adjustment at the suction sur

face - hard wall junction. The linearized triple deck problem for this mean flow 

adjustment essentially reduces to solving the lower deck problem along with the 

interactive pressure - displacement relationship. In this chapter, we examine the 

unsteady flow near the junction due to the presence of an acoustic wave in the free-

stream. The solution to this problem is also found by Fourier transform methods. 

The amplitude of the generated T-S wave can be found as the residue corresponding 

to the appropriate pole of the transform solution and this is taken up in Chapter 4. 

Note that the acoustic wavelength becomes effectively infinite in the low 

Mach number limit. Therefore, the free-stream flow consists of a uniform flow with 

mean velocity plus a harmonic perturbation of amplitude u'^ and frequency u>*. 

Since we are considering an acoustic free-stream disturbance, this uniform velocity 

fluctuation is also accompanied by a uniform, time harmonic pressure gradient. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, the external disturbance amplitudes axe typically quite 

small, so the unsteady motion can be treated as a small perturbation of the mean 

flow found in Chapter 2. 

The unsteady velocity perturbations (u' ,  v ') and the pressure perturbation 

p' are normalized by u'^ and p*u'(£)UZ0 respectively. The streamwise coordinate 

x is normalized by £* and the time t by t*fU^. Since the problem is linear, the 

entire unsteady flow will have harmonic time dependence and we can put 

u'  = e~ t S tu(x,y) 

v'  = e~ x S tv(x,y)  (3.1) 

p' = e",s'p(x,y) 
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where S = w*£*(U^ is the Strouhal number. 

We are interested in free-stream disturbance frequencies which are of the 

order of the T-S wave frequency in the vicinity of the lower branch of the neutral 

stability curve. This corresponds to S being 0(e-2), so that 

So = e2S (3.2) 

will be 0(1) (Reid 1965, Smith 1979). 

Upstream of the junction, where the mean flow changes on the longer scale 

x, the unsteady flow in the boundary layer is given by the Stokes solution 

(3.3) 
p — iSx 

For frequencies of the order considered here, the thickness of the Stokes layer is of 

the same order as that of the lower deck and we can write (3.3) as 

u = 1 - e' s° y (3.4a) 

p = ieSQX (3.46) 

Note that u —> 1 as Y —+ oo. The rapid streamwise variations in the mean flow 

modify this solution within the triple deck region. However, since the mean flow 

perturbation is small, the upstream Stokes wave solution is still valid to the leading 

order within the junction region. The non-uniformities in mean flow enter only at 

the next order in the unsteady solution, where we obtain the linearized unsteady 

triple deck equations with a source term representing the interaction between the 

leading order unsteady solution (the Stokes shear wave) and the mean flow distur

bance (Z7i, Vi). The solution to this problem is calculated below. 
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Since the procedure to solve the unsteady linearized triple deck problem is 

quite similar to the steady problem, the details of the analysis are given only where 

differences arise between the two cases. In fact, one finds that the middle and upper 

decks are quasi-steady so that the solutions are identical in form to those obtained 

in Chapter 2. This then implies that the interactive relationship between the 

pressure and the displacement thickness, which is produced by matching the middle 

and upper decks is identical to that obtained for the steady case. Therefore, the 

solution procedure again reduces to solving the linearized lower deck problem along 

with the interactive pressure - displacement relationship. This chapter essentially 

presents the analysis of the lower deck problem. 

The solution in the lower deck can be written as 

u = l-e'3/2so/2^ + eUl(js:7r) + 0(£2) 

v = e3
V l(X,Y) + 0{£4)  (3.5) 

p = eiS0X+ e2pi + 0(e3)  

With these expansions, one finds that uj, satisfy the linearized unsteady bound

ary layer equations 

uix + yiy = 0 (3.6a) 

—I S QU I  +  +  AQ UI  +  p\x — V - I Y Y  = — (1 — e® s° Y)U\x 

+ i3/2S0
1/2 

e''3/2si/2y Vi . (3.66) 

At the wall, ui and t>i satisfy the no-slip and no-flow boundary conditions respec

tively 

ui = v\ = 0 on y = 0 . (3.7a, b) 

In addition, we have the condition for matching with the middle deck 

tti —> Aoaj(X) as Y —> co (3.7c) 
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and the upstream matching condition 

Ui —> 0 as X —y -co . (3.7c?) 

To develop the unsteady lower deck solution, we first differentiate the X-

momentum equation (3.6b) with respect to Y. After using the steady and unsteady 

continuity equations (2.12a, 3.6a), we obtain 

—iSaUiy + AOFuixy — UIYYY = — (1 — e* ' S° Y)&IXY— iSoe1 s° YV\ . (3.8) 

It follows from (3.8) and (3.7a-c) that the Fourier transforms (with respect 

to X) of the perturbation variables u\, ui, aj, and p\ satisfy 

-fii" -  i(S0  + k\0Y)u\ = ik (l -  e''3/a^/3v^ _ iS0<?'* s l '*YVi (3.9a) 

ui(0) = 0 (3.96) 

ui(0) = 0 (3.9c) 

ii\ —* Aoai as V —* oo (3.9cZ) 

p! = sgn(k) k aj (3.9e) 

where (3.9d) is the main deck matching condition (analogous to (2.13c) for the 

steady problem) and (3.9e) corresponds to the interactive pressure - displacement 

thickness relationship (2.8) written in terms of the unsteady variables pi and ai. 

It may be seen from (2.17) and (2.12b) that Vi, which appears in the source 

term in (3.9a), involves an integral of the Airy function. Hence, a direct attempt at 

solving (3.9a) will involve rather cumbersome algebra. Following Goldstein (1985), 

we introduce the following change of dependent variable in order to simplify the 

source term, 

U* = f . (3.10) 
•So A0 J 

o 
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Using (2.12b) to eliminate V\ on the right side of (3.9a), we find that u* satisfies 

where 

u* ' + i(So + k\0Y)u*'  = ik G(Y) 

G(Y) = e*" s i"Y  | (2C„3/2 + l) U'i + ̂ Aj} 

—iSo S„e-"'s 
t.0 = 

(3.11a) 

(3.116) 

(3.11c) 
(- ik A0)2/3 . (fcA0)2/3 

and 7 is given by (2.22a). Note that in the new source term G(y), V\ has been 

replaced by Aj, which is a constant. Since (3.11a) possesses the homogeneous 

solutions Ai(£) and Bi(Q), where 

(= (-a-A0)1/3y + Co, (3.12) 

it follows that the solution to (3.11a) that remains bounded as 7 —> oo is given by 

Y  Y  

-(-ifcA0)2/37T 
Aq 

Bi(< )  J  Ai(QG(Y)dY -  Ai(C) J  Bi{QG{Y)dY 

+ C!(fc)i4l(C) (3.13) 

To complete the solution, the constants a\ and cj must be found. Applying the 

boundary conditions (3.9b-e) in a manner similar to that in Chapter 2, we find that 

the displacement thickness ai is given by 

•i  ' {  00 

a,  = -4-Al - TT^l '(O) -  '  (- 'Mo)1'3 J |i(C,Co)G(r) 
A7 AqtCQA 

S q XQ  r- i j  _  e i 3 / s s y 3 v C o d Y  +  ̂ U x ' { 0 )  

A0F/Ai(CiMC: 

+ Co 

(-a'Ao)2/3Ai'(Co) 
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where 

,,,,,, , ^i'(Co)Gi(C) - Gi'KoMi(C) 
K < M -  T  ( 3 . 1 4 6 )  

00 

A = [ Ai(Od( -  S°X° A l '^  (3.14c) 
J 7 Co 
Co 

and Gi and Gi' denote the combinations of Airy functions and Airy function inte

grals defined on p. 448 of Abramowitz and Stegun (1964). 

Substituting the expressions (2.16, 2.21) for Ui and Ai into (3.14a), chang

ing the variable of integration, and deforming the contour yields 

- ( °° 
Si = -jr.il - j^ft'(0)+ ^ I J  ="Coir Wr + Co,Co)!7(r,Co) 

I 0 

i y D f A i & m  

_Coi^i(T)] + *(„) + + S) 

(3.15a) 

and the constant C\ is given by 

C1 = {-i7 (Sl + 

+  i k x  Bi'(Co) JAi(C)G(Y)dY - (( ln  + (3.154) 

where we have put 

iK«.Co) = (2Co,/' + l)A.(0 + Sal „ . (3.15c) 
3 A0 (—zfcAo) 7 

The integral in (3.15a) can be carried out along the real axis. This essentially 

completes the solution to the problem. Physical quantities can be found by inverting 

the Fourier transform solutions found here. We are, however, interested only in the 
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amplitude of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave produced by the interaction and not in 

the complete solution. Fortunately the former is much easier to calculate than the 

latter. In Chapter 4, we develop an expression for the coupling coefficient relating 

the amplitude of the T-S wave generated by the junction receptivity mechanism to 

the amplitude of the free-stream acoustic wave. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COUPLING COEFFICIENT - THE RECEPTIVITY PROBLEM 

In this chapter, we examine the part of the unsteady solution that corre

sponds to a T-S wave. Consider the 0(e) unsteady perturbation to the boundary 

layer displacement thickness, ai(J^), which is given by the inverse Fourier transform 

OO 

a i(X) = -^= j  e- i k Xa t(k)dk (4.1) 

— OO 

Our interest is in the region X > 0, i.e., downstream of the junction. Then the 

integration contour can be closcd in the lower half plane. From Goldstein (1985) 

we know that the integrand possesses poles at points where 

A = 0 (4.2) 

and that this equation is the lowest order triple deck approximation to the T-S wave 

dispersion relation (Smith 1979, Goldstein 1983). 

We suppose that the junction region lies upstream of the lower branch of 

the neutral stability curve so that the T-S wave initially decays. Then all roots of 

(4.2) must lie in the third quadrant of the k-plane and we can put 

7 = -k2 . (4.3) 

We are interested only in the root corresponding to the T-S wave that ultimately 

exhibits spatial growth in the downstream region (i.e., the lowest order root; see 

Goldstein 1983). The contribution a,T-s to (4.1) from the corresponding pole at 
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k = —k  is equal to 2zi times the residue of the integrand. Then denoting the 

corresponding value of £o by ^ so that 

sjf'V3*/4 
K = 

and 

Ao^/2 

=  I  A i^d l ]  +  {( v X$Q  )  A i ' (v)  =  ̂  

Then we find from (3.15a) that 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

aT-s(X) = cF(-k) A(50) e,K i i tX (4.6) 

where we have put 

^ _ 3 \ /§jrAi '( i])  Ap 

~ 2 rjD(ri)A'(r}) 7 

OO 

J  e~ , , X / 3 i[k(t  + r],T})g(t ,rj)  -  rj1 / 2Ai(t)} dt  

?:(A0??)a 

V-<c°,/2 + £>^>} 32/3r(2/3)5'o2 V>J0 ' ' ^ 

A' denotes the derivative of (4.5) with respect to t) and it follows from (2.22b), (4.3) 

and (4.4) that 

*<"> - (48) 

Having obtained a-p-s, we can use the results from Smith (1979) to find the stream-

wise velocity fluctuation produced by the instability wave. We obtain 

tt'r-s = e F(-«) A(50) U0 ' (y)  e^ x~ s^ (4.9a) 

in the main deck and 

u 'T-s  = eF(-K)A(SQ)X0  { 

(-iKA0)1/ar+D 
I Ai(C)iC 

e i ( K X - S t )  

J Ai«)d( 
1 

(4.9 b) 
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in the lower deck. The ratio within curly braces goes nearly monotonically to 1 as 

Y —• oo and since the maximum value of Uq(ij) is Ao, it follows from (4.9) that 

£ |f (-«) A(5o)| . (4.10) 

The factor eA0 \ F ( — k )  A(50)| is thus a measure of the generated T-S wave am

plitude to the amplitude of the free-stream sound wave and has been referred to as 

the coupling coefficient in the literature (Tarn 1971). 

At larger values of the frequency parameter So, the root (—«) of the dis

persion relation (4.5) crosscs into the upper half plane and the T-S wave then begins 

to grow. One can show however that the Fourier inversion contour in (4.1) must 

then be deformed to include this pole in the integrand (Goldstein 1985). As a re

sult, the formulas derived above for the decaying wave remain valid for the growing 

wave also. 

It should be noted that although the result in (4.9) was obtained for a step 

change in wall suction velocity, the wall suction distribution enters only through its 

Fourier transform F(k) evaluated at the complex wavenumber (—k) of the T-

S wave. Hence (4.9) is equally valid for any other wall suction distribution, e.g., 

smoother cut-ofFs in wall suction near the junction, suction concentrated in a porous 

strip etc. The factor A is independent of the junction geometry and depends only 

on the receptivity mechanism involved. Figure (4.1) shows the magnitude of A 

plotted against the normalized frequency So- In this figure, it has been assumed 

that the scaled suction velocity Vwau is very small (Vwau << 1), so that the scaled 

wall shear A0 is equal to the Dlasius value, 0.33206, to leading order. One can 

observe that the maxima of A occurs at a frequency somewhat below the lower 

branch neutral frequency and A —* 0 as So —<• oo. 



We now discuss the application of these results to Hybrid Laminar Flow 

Control designs. Nayfeli and El-Hady (1079) have evaluated the relative effec

tiveness of boundary layer stabilization by distributed wall suction and by suction 

concentrated in discrete strips. Their results suggest values for the scaled suction 

velocity Vwau of 0(10-1) for distributed suction systems. This yields a coupling 

coefficient of 0(1O-1) for Reynolds numbers of the order of 106. This range is 

comparable to that found by Goldstein (19S5) for the case of receptivity due to the 

interaction of an acoustic wave with a wall hump. In contrast, the T-S wave gener

ated at the leading edge undergoes considerable decay before reaching the neutral 

stability point. Hence, in many cases, the junction receptivity is likely to dominate 

the receptivity occurring near the leading edge. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Boundary layer receptivity refers to the process by which external distur

bances generate instability waves in a boundary layer. The regions where receptiv

ity occurs can be separated into two classes, one near leading edges and the other at 

localized regions downstream where the boundary layer undergoes rapid streamwise 

adjustment. In this thesis, we examined a problem belonging to the second class of 

receptivity regions. Specifically, we analysed the receptivity due to a free-stream 

acoustic wave interacting with a suction surface - hard wall junction. 

The present analysis is directly relevant to laminar flow technology in 

which wall suction is used to control boundary layer instability wave growth. In 

hybrid laminar flow control designs, suction is applied only near the leading edge, 

and a junction with a downstream hard wall is inevitably present. Designs which 

apply suction over the whole upper surface also involve junctions, since the suction 

may be concentrated in discrete suction strips or its uniformity may be affected by 

structural design constraints. In assesssing the importance of junction receptivity, 

one should note that the instability waves generated at the leading edge undergo 

exponential decay before they reach the neutral stability point (Goldstein 1983). 

Hence even a weak receptivity mechanism in the second class of regions is likely to 

be more important than a stronger mechanism near the leading edge. 

The basic mechanism for the generation of the T-S wave in the junction 

region was found to be as follows: Across the junction region, the mean flow 

changes from a profile appropriate to the applied suction upstream to the Blasius 

profile appropriate to the downstream hard wall. This mean flow adjustment occurs 

on the triple deck length scale which is the same as the T-S wavelength near the 
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lower branch of the neutral stability curve. The zeroeth order unsteady solution 

due to the presence of the free-stream acoustic wave corresponds to the Stokes 

shear wave. The mean flow perturbations in the triple deck region interact with 

the Stokes shear wave to produce source terms which yield a T-S wave as part of 

the first order unsteady solution. 

The order of magnitude estimate in Chapter 4 showed the junction recep

tivity mechanism to be as important as the receptivity due to wall humps. This 

reveals the importance of smoothing the transition from the porous suction surface 

to the downstream hard wall. 

Finally, one must point out that the present analysis considers an idealized 

problem; the flow is assumed to be incompressible and two-dimensional. Compress

ibility effects cannot usually be ignored in aeronautical applications. In addition, 

the porous surfaces typically used in LFC designs often have hole spacing not neces

sarily small compared to the T-S wavelength. The receptivity and boundary layer 

transition processes are thus three-dimensional in nature. The important influences 

of three-dimensionality and compressibility will be examined as a separate project. 



NLF region 

(favorable pressure gradient) 

LFC region 

Figure 1.1 Hybrid Laminar Flow Control Wing Concept 
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Figure 1.2 Structure of the triple-deck 
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Figure 4.1 The function A(So) in junction receptivity result 
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